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MGEX WHEAT RECAP 
Tuesday, September 02, 2014 

Futures Settlements: Cash: Delivered Rail Chicago/Beyond. Mpls is -15, Duluth -25 

 Close Chg Today's 
Volume 

AM 
O.I. 

O.I 
Chg 

Protein: 12% 13% 14% 15% 

MWU4 618^6 S 3^6 238 785 -110 Basis (Z): +85/+90 +90/+171 +250/+350 +500/+620 

MWZ4 622^6 S -7^0 4084 37785 +241 Info:  nom/train cars/bid train/cars cars/train 

MWH5 635^4 S -7^4 627 11466 +321 Change: unch/up 5 dn 10/up 1 up 15/up 40 up 25/up 70 

MWK5 645^2 S -7^4 299 2689 +292 Mpls Truck 20d to-arrive: -15 +35 +60 

MWN5 652^4 S -7^4 80 1654 -26 Portland (Z) Sep Oct Nov Dec 

MWU5 659^2 S -7^6 57 763 +29 14%proBasis  +170/+225 +185/+250 +185/+250 +185/+250 

Totals:   5,391 55,761 +747  unch/up 15 up 5/up 30 unch/up 30 unch/up 30 

Cash Exchanges: 1,592 (1,125 U) Options: 5 

Receipts on the Floor:   
424 cars and 12 trains 

Implied option vols: 
Z: 19% H: 18.5% 

Cash: Spring wheat basis remains insanely high for 15% protein 
milling quality. Harvest delays and a lack of forward contracted 
grain have supported basis. Spot Portland bid mostly +200 MWZ.  

Commentary: 
Grain markets were mixed today. Wheat tumbled lower on another round of technical fund selling, corn 
was down a whole penny, and beans were up 8. Trade was mostly quiet and volume was light.  
 
The wheat trade appears to be a function of money flow with the managed money short position in 
wheat waxing and waning as much according to the calendar as to any kind of fundamental input. 
Friday’s month-end trade appeared to generate MOC selling in contracts in which managed money is 
net short (WZ) and buying in contracts in which funds are net long (MWZ, KWZ). Today’s selling in 
wheat looked like a capital allocation to the short position, not an uncommon occurrence for the first 
business day of a month.  Both KW-W and MW-W intermarket spreads corrected lower this morning 
from Friday’s late rally, but MZ-WZ firmed back up consistent with flat price weakness and a buying 
program in MZ-KZ. KZ/WZ closed down 1 ¾ to 77 ½; support is at 70, resistance at 80. MZ/WZ closed 
up 1 ½ at 67 ¾; support is at 60 with resistance at 76. MZ/KZ was up 3 ¼ to -9 ¾ and still appears to 
be in a -5 to -15 range.  
 
MW continues to find support from the delayed harvest. Weekend rains were spotty in the valley but 
enough to limit harvest activity. Wheat is ripe and farmers are waiting for it to dry down. The USDA 
today reported spring wheat at 38% harvested vs. 27% last week. ND at just 21% harvested is record 
late with 2009 the only comparable year at 22%. 38% harvested nationally is tied with 2009 for record 
late harvest, which also explains the lack of harvest pressure we have seen thus far. The tone from the 
country today was much less apocalyptic than last week on quality, particularly from MT; there will be 
pockets of low quality but a widespread disaster does not seem as likely as the forecasts had 
portended. Protein may be an issue, however, as yield reports continue to be high. Spot market 
premiums for 15% protein are exploding higher even as 13% pro (deliverable) milling quality basis 
seems to have flat-lined around 80-90 over (which is just below DVE). There was a huge amount of 
cash grain today in the spot floor with over 400 cars and 12 trains available, mostly old crop as the 
country makes space for harvest.  
 
Expect the range trade to continue with WZ finding support in the 540-550 area and resistance around 
575-590. Funds are holding a large net short position, making the market vulnerable to short-covering 
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rallies. There is a seasonal tendency for winter wheat to rally in the Sep/Oct timeframe, after Black Sea 
harvest. The chart suggests two-sided trade rather than a strong trend. Quality issues worldwide have 
reduced stocks of milling quality wheat relative to feed wheat supplies (which will price as corn). 
However, the overall wheat balance sheet does not argue for higher prices.  
 
In spring wheat trade, the U/Z spread rallied to sharply higher levels trading 3 carry as deliveries were 
fewer than expected and open interest was larger than expected. Z/H rallied briefly to trade -11 ¾ but 
was back to unchanged at -13 by the afternoon. KWU found a strong stopper on about half of the 
deliveries.  
 
The late harvest accounts for the lack of harvest pressure on MWZ to date, and we expect MW to trade 
in a more negative fashion relative to W and KW as harvest progresses. Historically high basis in 15% 
protein is not moving 13% protein basis, and historically high protein premiums often translate into a 
weak 13% protein basis (a larger than normal discount from 14%).  
 
The forecast seems decent for MT and much of ND, but is very bad for Canadian spring wheat. 5-day 
accumulation shown below:   

 
 
 
–Austin Damiani 


